PRAISE FOR THE SKETCHNOTE WORKBOOK
“The practical lessons in The Sketchnote Workbook make it easy and fun
for anyone to leverage visual note taking to help them remember more,
communicate better, and develop ideas more completely.”
— Todd Henry, author of Die Empty
“If you want to succeed in capturing and communicating your ideas,
you need to read this book. Because it’s not merely a book:
It’s a blueprint for a new way of thinking, and it’s fantastically useful.”
— Daniel Coyle, The New York Times best-selling author of
The Talent Code and The Little Book of Talent
“Mike has created a resource that will inspire anyone to take their doodling to a new level
and begin using sketchnoting in every aspect of their lives. After reading this book,
I know my recipe cards and travel journals will never look the same again!”
— C.C. Chapman, author of Amazing Things Will Happen
“Mike Rohde wants you to understand a simple idea: Drawing aids thinking.
Or, even better, drawing IS thinking. I fully agree with him: Pen and paper amplify our
thinking when we use them to record what we see, and to reflect on what it means.
This book, as its predecessor, The Sketchnote Handbook, will not just make
you a better artist, it’ll make you a better thinker.”
— Alberto Cairo, author of The Functional Art
“I present information as narrated visuals so Mike’s approach makes a lot of sense to me.
Visuals are key to understanding complexity, and the combination of images and text
as notes is always more effective than notes alone.
Sometimes they are more effective than the original presentation.”
— Horace Dediu, founder of Asymco
“We humans are visual! So if you want to build your creativity and communication skills
in order to facilitate the most powerful business meetings and give genius presentations,
then The Sketchnote Workbook is one of the most fun and effective ways I know to do it. ”
— Mark Bowden, president of TRUTHPLANE® Communication Training
and author of Winning Body Language
“Learning to capture the world in pictures and words changed my life, but it took me years
of trial and error. How I wish I’d had Mike Rohde’s generous books as guides!”
— Austin Kleon, author of The New York Times best-seller Steal Like an Artist
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INTRODUCTION
A YEAR AND A HALF AGO, THE SKETCHNOTE HANDBOOK WAS
RELEASED INTO THE WORLD. Frankly, I was nervous about the launch. I
had no idea how my first book would be received.
Boy, was I wrong to worry! The Sketchnote Handbook launched to immediate
excitement from its readers. I received a constant stream of positive social media
mentions, encouraging email messages, and more positive book reviews than I
would have imagined. It was an awesome experience.
Invitations to appear on podcasts came in while reviews were posted on blogs and
websites. Within a few months, Peachpit Press had to print more copies of the
Handbook video edition due to brisk sales.
German and Russian publishers licensed and printed Handbook translations,
which became hits in those countries, while Czech and Chinese publishers
licensed the book for their own native versions of the Handbook.
I spoke on sketchnoting in Portland, Austin, San Antonio, and Chicago, selling out of
the books I’d brought with me. I was stoked when Moleskine reached out to create a
limited-edition custom sketchbook to give away at SXSW in Austin.
All I could think was, “Wow, this book is a hit!” And I still receive positive feedback
from people all over the world.
Why such positivity? Business owners, consultants, designers, developers,
writers, doctors, teachers, students, and parents all tell me how my Sketchnote
Handbook has changed their mindset. For many, the book has encouraged them
to more deeply engage in and understand the ideas they’re seeing and hearing.
People tell me that sketchnoting has given them the freedom and flexibility to
play with ideas, enabling them to create meaningful visual documents that help
them better understand and remember ideas and experiences.
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The constant flow of positive feedback, blended with my desire to share more
ways to apply sketchnotes, inspired me to write The Sketchnote Workbook.

WHAT IS THE SKETCHNOTE WORKBOOK?
Capturing meeting notes or sessions at conferences is a great way for readers to
immediately apply sketchnoting techniques and see great value in the approach.
The hundreds of sketchnotes I’ve seen since the release of the Handbook verify it.
But there are still many more ways sketchnotes can be used that I want to share.
As a veteran designer, I use sketchnotes for idea generation and idea mapping
daily. For years I’ve created travel and food sketchnotes that transport me back
to memorable experiences.

My food sketchnotes from

Portland, Oregon

xiii

But it’s not just me. Friends in the sketchnoting community constantly share how
they use sketchnotes to document processes, plan projects, and capture ideas in
books, movies, TV shows, and sporting events.
I’ve collected the techniques I’ve learned from fellow sketchnoters in the
community, waiting for the right time and place to share them. You’ll find this
workbook full of new sketchnoting ideas, plenty of worksheets, and a range of
challenges designed to rapidly improve your sketchnoting skills.
My hope is that by working through this book, you’ll be inspired to try new
sketchnoting ideas. I’d love to see you adopt advanced drawing techniques to tackle
the tougher sketchnoting challenges you’ve been avoiding—until now.
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HOW TO USE THIS BOOK
I’ve created this book and video to be enjoyed in one go, or used as a reference you
can jump around in. If an idea grabs you, try it out! Experiment until it fits your
way of working.
The ideas in this book are here for you to iterate on and improve. Worksheets and
challenges in the book aren’t rigid or designed to have just one correct answer.
Rather, this book and its exercises should be seen as experiments and not
assignments. Have fun playing and exploring!

JOIN THE COMMUNITY
As you explore ideas in this book, share your work with the sketchnoting
community. We’re welcoming and encouraging to everyone. Start at The
Sketchnote Handbook Flickr group, flickr.com/groups/thesketchnotehandbook
and then stop by The Sketchnote Army, SketchnoteArmy.com.
You’ll see the work of many others that will inspire and challenge you. I look
forward to you joining the discussion!

REACH OUT
Please reach out and say hello. Check out my sketchnotes, read my writing, and
sign up for my free newsletter at rohdesign.com. I’m a very active Twitter user, so
reach out at twitter.com/rohdesign.
I look forward to hearing how you apply ideas in the Workbook and seeing what
new ideas you come up with for using sketchnotes in your own life.

ALL RIGHT, ENOUGH TALK—IT’S TIME FOR ACTION.

GRAB A NOTEBOOK AND A PEN.

LET’S SKETCHNOTE!
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